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5E5047
B. Tech V Sem. (Main/Back) Exam. Nov-Dec.2015

Electrical Engineering
5EE6.2A Principle of Communication Systems

Common with EX (Electrical & Electronics Engineering)

Time: 3 Hours Mafmum Marks: 80

Min. Passing Marks Main: 26

Min. Passing Marks Back: 24

Instructions t o C andidat e s :

Attempt afi! five questions, selecting one question .froru each unit. All questions

carry equal marks. Schematic diagrams must be shown wherever recessary. Any
data you.feel missing suilably be assumed and stated clearlv.

Units of quantities used/calculated must be stoted clearl!.

Use of .following suppotling material is pennitted during examinatiotL,

Q.l (a)

(b)

1.MI, 2. NIL

UNIT.I
Explain the concept of equivalent [oise temperature and equivalent noise

bandwidth. t8l

A parallel tuned circuit has a resonart fiequency f=loMHz, its Q=20 and the

value of capacitor is l0pf. If the ambient temperatwe is l7oc, Calculate the noise

voltage across the parallel tuned circuit.

OR

t8l

Q.1 (a) Derive an exprcssion of noise figure of cascaded amplifier. t81

O) The amplifier shown il the figure has an effective B.w of4 MHz, and a voltage

gain of l0O. Detemine the r.m.s. noise voltage at the output. The operating

temperature is 27oC. The noise is contributed by the input resistance. t81
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UNIT.II
Q.2 (a) With the help of block diagam exptain phase shifr method for generating SSB

signals. What are the benefits of SSB modulation? Sketch the SSB AM
waveform for a single-tone modulating signal. What are the advantages and

disadvantages ofphase shift method. t10l

O) The baseband signal is a voice signal which extends over a frequency range from

300Hz to 34NHz. It is transmitte.d by amplified modulation process using 1

MHz carrier frequency signal. Compare the signal transmission B.w by DSB-SC

AM and SSB AM techniques. Draw the DSB-SC, SSB (USB), SSB (LSB)

hie = 2k ohms

spectrum.

OR

Q.2 (a) Explain the working of diode ring modulator for generation

signal.

(b) A carrier wave of ftequency 20 kIIz is amplifred modulated by

sigml -

m (t) = cos 2r x l0rt + cos 4zr x103t

Find the corresponding DSB-SC signal.

t61

of DSB-SC

tl0l

a modulating

t6l
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Q.3 (a) Explain the Armshoug method lor FM generation, Compare the narrowband FM

and Brcadband FM. t10l

(b) A 1olMHz carrier is modulated by a 500llz audio signal. If the canier Voltage

is lOV and the max deviation is 75 kHz, write the equation of this modutated

t6t

OR

Q.3 (a) What is the PLL capture range? Compare it with PLL lock range. What are the

advantages in using PLL versus traditional FM detectors? Explain how a PLL is

used as FM demodulator. tl0l

O) The maximum deviation allowed in an FM broadcast system is 75 kHz. If the

modulating signal is a singletone sinusoid of 10 kHz, find the B.w of the FM

signal. What will be the change in B.w if modulating ftequency is doubled?

Determine the B.w when modulatirg signal's amplitude is also doubled. t6l

Q.4 (a) Calculate the figure of merit for single tone modulation in FM receiver. Take

suitable assumption if requircd. tl0t
(b) What is the significance of Pre-emphasis and De- emphasis in Communication

system? t6l

OR

(a) Calculate Signal to Noise mtio for a double sideband with carrier and obtain its

figule of merit. u0l
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(b) Derive an expression for the figure of merit when the modulating signal f(t) is a

single sinusoid given by

f(t)= m" A Cos w.t, where mu is the nodulation index, and A is the carrier

amplihrde.

Find the value xy figure of merit when the depth of modulation is -

(a)lOOo/o (b) 50%.

UMT.V

Q.5 Compare PAM, PWM and PPM. Drdw the circuit diagram ot' PAM modulatior and

demodulation and explain this. tl6t

OR

Q.5 (a) Cornpare natural rLnd flat top sampling. Why is flaFtop sampling prefered over

natural sampling. rl0t
(b) The signal X(t)= Cos 5rtr + Cos l07t t is instantaneously sampled. The interval

between the samples is Ts. t6l

(i) Find the maximum allowable value ofTs

(ii) To reconstruct, the signal is passed through a low-pass filter. Find the

minimum filter B.w to reconstruct the signal without distortion.

16l
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